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Accuracy of digital elevation models
The test area is a 6x4 km part of Iszka-hills without artificial objects and with
many type of terrain elements. We had digital elevation models (DEM) of the
test area from three sources.
• DEM-10 (1:10 000 scale topographic maps;
resolution 5x5 m)
• DEM-50 (source 1:50 000 scale, Gauss-Krüger
projection system topographic maps; resolution
10 x 10 m)
• DEM Lidar (resolution 1x1 m)

DEM-10

DEM-10 and DEM-50 models have been created by
digitizing the contour lines of analog maps. The
base of comparison was the DEM-Lidar, because of
the Lidar points measured directly from the field,
their point density is 6-8 point/m2, and the absolute
horizontal accuracy is 0,5m, the vertical accuracy
is 0,15m.
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A part of Székesfehérvár orthophoto draped on a Lidarbased, 1x1 m grid size surface model
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The surface model and the orthophoto together form a detailed, 3-dimensional city model. The high resolution remote sensed images with their
spectral content and the high accuracy Lidar points based surface models
multiply the information. The images and the DSM offer exceptional
opportunities for the urban eco-environmental analyzing.

Orthophoto, true orthophoto

Orthophoto based on DEM

True orthophoto based
on DSM

We were used high resolution aerial photos and
satellite images for the urban eco-environment.
For the image processing first we had to eliminate
the distortions of the image. The DEM contains
only terrain surface without objects, as result of
the orthorectification the vertical walls of the
buildings are visible, and the top of the buildings
are not on the geometrical correct position. These
orthophotos are not suitable for image processing
based on the spectral content. The solution for
that is if digital surface model (DSM) is used
instead of DEM. The DSM contains all the natural
and artificial objects of the surface. The true
orthophoto based on DSM shows the objects at
their actual orthogonal projected position.

Possible urban application of DEM and
DSM
The digital elevation models (DEM) and the digital surface models (DSM)
are important parts of municipality GIS. The cheaper analog map based
digital elevation models and the derived information (like terrain slope and
aspect) can be used for tasks like: creation land slope characteristics;
creation water flow characteristics; urban soil loss study; rainwater drainage,
design and modernization; storm reservoirs design; urban spatial structure
evolution in the light of topographic features. The application of more
expensive, high accuracy Lidar point based DSM for the orthorectification
results high-accuracy orthophoto. In addition, Lidar models can help the
work of the municipalities effectively in the urban design and in the urban
management.
The Lidar point cloud can integrate into terrain laserscanned point cloud and
can be created terrain profiles between selected points, the merged point
cloud is applicable to study for line of sight.

Elevation data in image classification
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When we classifying elements
into landcover categories, we
can take into account the
elevation data. The green
spaces with similar spectral
values can be separated based
on
elevation
information.
Likewise on the remote sensed
images the multi-storey houses
and other surface coverings
can
be
separated
and
classified by height, which
means
urban
ecologically
important information.

High-resolution orthophoto; Lidar
point cloud; profile of a line

Profile of merged aerial Lidar and
terrain laserscanned point cloud

Summary
The digital elevation and surface models are usuable in the urban environment well. The accuracy of a model determine basically the point
density, accuracy of the measurment and the grid size. The applied
parameters have also impact to the accuracy of the model. Each model
is a simplified copy of the reality, so we have to carefully choose the most
suitable model for each task.

